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An unequal globalization has been happening, commanded by transnational
corporations which worsens international inequalities. This globalization does not
include knowledgement. The globalization refers to capital and not to labor force.
Within this context, there is an increasing marginalism of Latin America and Africa.
Poverty has increased and inequities have been deepened. The integration of Latin
America to a global culture is more a process of imitation. There is a situation which
is closer to frustration, but a globalization of demand for justice has also increased.

JORGE  A LONSO

The globalization has implied further submissions of underdeveloped countries.
Wealthy and power have been concentrated and poverty and all types of exclusion
have been spread. It raises the need to face larger integrations, without neglecting their
own in each country, through an authentic democratization. Only wide popular
convergences will be able to design alternatives that care for the survival of the planet.

G ILBERTO  G IMÉNEZ

The paradigm of modernization is discussed in this article. Relations between this
concept and the concept of culture and identity are inquired into. The theme of the
globalization bears the one of modernization. It inquires about the impact of
modernization over the cultural configuration and the system of identities. The
dichotomy tradition/modernity is examined from a new viewpoint and redelineates the
future of traditional identities in México.

XOCHITL  L EYVA

This article is the product of a large field work carried out before the armed raising
of the Ejército Zapatista de Liberación Nacional (Zapata’s National Liberation Army). It
analyzes the factors that contributed to the formation of a region that was the base for
a rural organization in which elements of the Theology of Liberation and the defense
of ethnic features converged.

JUAN  MANUEL  RAMÍREZ  S ÁIZ

The analysis of the citizenship is crucial to evaluate the present political changes.
It is done in this article at two different levels: theoretical and circumstantial (which
arises from a situation). Under the first level, it reviews classical as well as most recent
literature about its conceptual contents around eight predominant ideas, and it
evaluates the internal coherence of the civic model.

The circumstantial diagnosis of the “climate” of the Mexican citizenship is made,
on one hand, considering its main manifestations from 1960 to date and, on the other
hand, portraying the answer of the government to them since the 80s.
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Nowadays, most of the population of our country (70%) lives in large cities. This
tells us about the effect of the industrial development and of the decline of rural
economies. The country-city migration lead the anthropologists to search for the way
in which the migrating subjects rebuilt the sense of community and belonging within
the urban context. Nevertheless, at present time it is difficult to maintain this strategy.
Which way can the problem of cultural heterogeneity, typical of contemporary
societies, be approached? How can the way in which territorial identities are built now
within large cities be described?  This article reviews main contributions from sociology
and anthropology while studying the communities within large urban concentrations,
in order to think about the way this interest can be retaken within the present context.

ROBERTO  H ERNÁNDEZ  HERNÁNDEZ

The concept of food safety is used as analytic instrument to interpret the discours
and it analyzes the application forms of food policies at global, national, regional and
familiar levels. The author takes as reference points the proposals made by international
organizations such as the World Bank and the FAO, as well as cases from Japan, China,
the United States and México. The article shows that, in spite of the advance achieved
in clarifying the food safety problem, it has not lead to realistic proposals for solutions.
The conventional strategies usually reflect the interest of those who sustained them
and/or the attachment to technocratic outlines that do not consider social and political
aspects. It concludes that food unsafety is the output of a very unfair distribution system,
of mistaken political action and of destructive phenomena such as wars and that, as a
last resort, food safety is a matter of political economy that can only be solved by the
State action: upward along with the coordination with other States and downward with
the support of organized society.

E UGÊNIO  REZENDE  DE  CARVALHO

Beyond the socioeconomic and political conditioning, this reflection sees to trace
the rol that illusions and utopias can play in building history. More specifically, it deals
with the collective imaginary around the “myth of progress” in the foundation of the
city of Goiania in the contemporary Brazil.


